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The Australian Gliding Museum Newsletter is published several times a year as a service to members and
supporters of the Museum. Content is determined by the Editor in collaboration with the Committee. The
Museum is not responsible for statements of fact or opinion expressed in contributions. Contributions are
welcome. However, contributions may be edited, abridged or rejected by the Museum.
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Welcome
Welcome to the mid-year issue of the Australian Gliding
Museum newsletter for 2019.
The feature article in this issue relates to the Schneider
ES50 “Club” which was flown at four gliding clubs in South
Australia, Victoria and New South Wales over a period of
approximately 14 years, commencing in 1953. It has been
written with the benefit of conversations with Renmark
Gliding Club pioneers Alan Delaine, Ron Wingate and Ron
Weste. Sadly, Ron Weste passed away only a couple of
weeks after we chatted. I also had the good fortune to
speak briefly to Ken Redford who flew the ES50 at Colac. I
thank them for their very interesting accounts of their
experiences with the “Brick”, as they are in the habit of
referring to the ES50. I am sure there is no offence
intended to Edmund and Harry Schneider who designed
and built the glider as they all appeared to have fond
memories of that gliding era and the opportunities that the
ES50 glider provided.
Of course, the article is not
necessarily a complete account. I am happy to hear from
anyone who wishes to add to the history or to correct any
errors that I may have made.
Hope you all enjoy reading this issue.
Bernard Duckworth
May 2019
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Museum News

Trevor Odering pondering a repair on the Dunstable Kestrel wing

Changing Museum Personnel Roles
Trevor Odering has relinquished the role of
workshop manager after a lengthy stint at
keeping the workshop ‘shipshape’ and the
various restoration projects moving. Trevor is
greatly respected for his aircraft related
technical knowledge and practical workshop
skills. He has done a great job. For the time
being, Mike Williams has taken over as
workshop manager from Trevor.
Leigh Snell has volunteered to be the
Museum’s
aircraft
airworthiness
administrator. This involves ensuring that our
flyable exhibits (such as the Slingsby T31b,
Woodstock and Schreder HP14V) are
maintained and inspected according to GFA
regulations and the necessary paperwork is
prepared and kept. Recently, he has been busy
with the weight and balance of the Schreder
and its airworthiness signoff by Doug Lyon and
Mike Williams.
Museum Honorary Vice President Alan
Patching is now in his 90s and not as physically
energetic or mobile as he used to be.
However, Alan continues to be a valuable

source of advice to the Museum Committee
and comes the Bacchus Marsh aerodrome
when he can. On his most recent visit he was
able to see the assembled ES50.

Dave Goldsmith and Alan Patching
with the ES50, May 2019.

Improvements to Facilities
A number of minor projects improving
Museum facilities at Bacchus Marsh airfield
have been progressing over the last 5 months,
including fitting out and finishing of the toilet
block and equipment shed. Work has also
commenced on the construction of a screen at
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the western end of the roofed area between
the Bruce Brockhoff Annexe and the Dave
Darbyshire Workshop. This is to dampen the
wind tunnel effect that tends to occur under
some weather conditions. Other action items
relating to facilities that are in course include
acquisition of materials for fitting louvres at
the west end of the workshop to improve
ventilation. Some preliminary work has been
done regarding repairs to the generator
exhaust system and replacement of the
workshop air compressor. A storage racking
system has been installed in the part of the
Geelong Gliding Club’s Buchanan Hangar that
is allocated to the Museum.
Bacchus Marsh Harvest Festival
Australian Gliding Museum representatives
attended the Bacchus Marsh Harvest Festival
on Monday 11 March 2019 adding to
community awareness of gliding as a sport and
advertising the glider flying activities and
museum at the local airfield. It went very well
with a lot of interest being shown. As well as
the VR flight simulator, the Museum’s
marquee provided the Great Escape simulator
for the young ‘uns to try. President Dave
Goldsmith did an interview with the
community radio station. A good number of
people who were drawn to the activities in the
Museum’s marquee said they were keen to
experience glider flying.

The Great Escape at the Museum marquee
– Bacchus Marsh Harvest Festival - 2019

Visitors
The practice of hosting visiting groups from
community and special interest groups
continues to be a success. Since the last
newsletter, tours of the Museum were

conducted for the Australian Camps
Association (30 November 2018), Scout Cubs (4
March 2019) and the Western District Car Club
(21 March 2019). In addition, there were a
good number of individual visitors, including
some from the UK and Sweden, calling in on
our regular work days and at other times by
appointment.

Scout Cubs at the Museum - March 2019

Vintage Gliders Rally
Vintage Gliders Australia is a group of gliding
enthusiasts who meet several times a year to
fly their classic vintage gliders and have a good
time socially. Some of the active VGA members
are also members of the Museum. At
Bordertown, South Australia, in January 2019
another highly successful rally was held. Peter
Raphael flew his Cherokee II, JR Marshall and
Ged Terry the ‘Yellow Witch’ Olympia, Mike
Renahan and David Howse their ES 60
Boomerangs and Dave and Jenne Goldsmith
their Ka6EA. The Bordertown-Keith Gliding
Club’s Twin Astir and Puchacz were also kept
busy. The activities also included aero model
flying. The centrepiece of the models on show
was Col Colyer’s very fine large-scale model of
the ‘Yellow Witch’ Olympia which was
launched by model aero towing. For more
detailed reports and articles see the VGA
newsletter number 143 which may be found at
https://www.vintageglidersaustralia.org.au/d
ocuments/Vintage%20Times%20143.pdf
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Edmund Schneider’s ES50 ‘Club’ glider

The new Schneider ES50 Club - 1953

The ES50 “Club” is a two-seat trainer built for the Renmark Gliding Club by Edmund Schneider Ltd. It
was first flown in May 1953 at Gawler, South Australia. The glider was designed in response to calls
for a simple, durable and reasonably priced training glider. However, while the glider fitted those
criteria, an order for one from the Balaklava Gliding Club was cancelled and further orders for the type
did not eventuate. Thought was given to changes to improve the design and thereby attract orders
but Edmund Schneider Ltd instead opted for a new design to meet club training needs, the ES52
Kookaburra, the first of which appeared only a year later in June 1954. Harry Schneider has offered
the following explanation of the situation faced by Edmund Schneider Ltd at that time:
We formed the Edmund Schneider Ltd together with John Wotherspoon. With the Kangaroo we
created interest in gliding flying at pageants and flying the 203 miles goal distance flight record
from Parafield to Mildura on 17 March 53. With only half a dozen Clubs in Australia and all with
no money to buy a glider like the Kangaroo, we had to design something much simpler. At the time
the first few T31 kits arrived in Australia and it was pointed out to us, that such a type was what
was wanted. We designed the CLUB TWO SEATER. The intention was to supply the steel tube front
cockpit and supply all fittings and parts for assembly by the Club. However, it became evident that
this was not what was needed so we set to work on a design which would meet the requirement
for emerging Clubs.
From 1953 to 1967, the ES50 was operated by the Renmark Gliding Club and three other clubs,
Millicent Gliding Club (Millicent, South Australia), Corangamite Soaring Club (Colac, Victoria) and
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finally the Sydney Technical College Gliding Club (Sydney). As at September 1967 when last flown, the
glider had logged over 5000 flights and a total airtime of 388 hours. Notwithstanding its shortcomings
in terms of soaring performance, the ES50 proved useful as a basic two seat trainer over a considerable
period of time.
General Arrangement
The drawing by Martin Simons shows the general arrangement and structural aspects of the ES50 (see
page 10 of this newsletter). The wings were fitted with simple pop-up spoilers. Apart from the
enclosure of the forward seating position with a Perspex canopy and removal of shoulder towing
releases in favour of a belly towing release, the glider remained substantially as it was when first
launched. The wing appears similar to that on the Schulgleiter SG38 primary glider (a pre-war glider
chiefly designed by Edmund Schneider) but of a longer span, slightly deeper chord and braced by metal
struts as well as wire.
Renmark Gliding Club
The Renmark Gliding Club was formed at a meeting held on 28 November 1952. The Club began with
their fund raising for acquiring necessary equipment by holding an air pageant at Renmark aerodrome
over the Australia Day long weekend January 1953. This event was supported by Waikerie Gliding
Club who turned up with their Slingsby T35, Olympia sailplane and Hutter H17 glider. George
Donaldson came with his Grunau Baby sailplane and the Broken Hill Aero Club provided their Tiger
Moth. In due course, following other fund-raising initiatives, they were able to order the ES50, a newly
designed training glider from Edmund Schneider. As indicated above, the ES50 was test flown by Harry
Schneider at Gawler in May 1953. It was delivered to Renmark by Schneiders on 6 June 1953 and
further demonstrated by Harry Schneider with auto towing to about 1000 feet behind a Chevrolet
Maple Leaf truck, driven by Ian Showell. The demonstration included a loop at the insistence of Hurtle
Hobcroft (Renmark Gliding Club president) which involved Harry Schneider diving the machine from
about 1000 feet to almost the ground before pulling back, going over the top of the loop and then
coming down to land. Hobcroft was duly satisfied and accepted delivery and christened it ’Silver
Hawk’.
Alan Delaine was the first of the Renmark members to fly the ES50 doing a circuit from a launch to
about 1000 feet. His recollection is that on this flight he pulled the stick back to check the stalling
characteristics and then did a normal landing. It was all over quickly. Thereafter, the Club flew the
glider using a Graham Paige winch given to them by George Donaldson. The winch was underpowered
typically providing launches of the ES50 to barely adequate altitudes of 200 to 300 feet. Alan Delaine
recalls that often there was only time to turn and land downwind.
On 9 August 1953 the Club experienced a major setback. Ron Weste, who joined Renmark after
learning to glide at Waikerie, was driving the winch on this particular day. He remembered that the
aerodrome had a slight rise in the middle of the strip and it was usual for the glider to momentarily
dip below the horizon (from the line of sight at the winch) in the final stage of a circuit before
appearing as it touched down. Alan Delaine (gliding instructor) with Don Story (trainee pilot) in the
ES50 were launched and they proceeded to fly a normal circuit. From Ron Weste’s viewpoint at the
winch, the glider made the turn on to final and dropped out of view, not to reappear. The winch crew
dashed to the end of the field in the winch tow vehicle to investigate. The glider was found in the
Mallee scrub outside the aerodrome. It was to be the last flight of the day and Alan Delaine had, in
an attempt to stretch out the glide in order to land at the downwind end of the aerodrome where the
glider was to be derigged, found himself too low and was forced to land outside the boundary. He
and his trainee walked away without serious injury but the ES50 was extensively damaged.
A couple of weeks later, the Club put the glider in its knocked about condition on display in the main
street of Renmark to gain public sympathy and donations. It rained, which one may assume did not
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help the cause or the condition of the glider. The glider was out of operation for a year during which
the wings and fuselage were sent back to Edmund Schneider for repair, after which Club members set
about covering and painting the glider in David Price’s fruit packing shed where it was stored.
Prior to the crash the usual practice was to meet on Saturday mornings and begin operations by
moving the disassembled glider by tractor and trailer the 1 mile from David Price’s fruit packing shed
to the aerodrome. It was rigged and possibly flown several times after which it would be tied to the
aerodrome fence in readiness for Sunday training. At the end of flying on Sunday, the glider was
derigged and transported back to the packing shed. To avoid this somewhat laborious procedure, the
Club commenced the construction of a hangar on the aerodrome in April 1954. Repairs to the glider
were complete by May 1954. The hangar was still under construction but sufficiently advanced for
the fully rigged glider to be placed in it. During this interruption to flying, David Price, G. Telfer and
John Maddocks built a new winch equipped with an automatic spreader driven by a Chevrolet motor
mounted on a 1926 Buick chassis. Re-equipped, flying operations recommenced in June 1954.
In October 1955, the Club experimented with a larger screen for the front cockpit. It was abandoned
due to the tail buffeting that it caused. A canopy covering the front cockpit was installed and proved
an improvement. At this time the ES50 which had a silver finish all over was repainted yellow.
In 1956 a major flood in the Murray-Darling basin which peaked in August that year inundated large
areas around Renmark and other riverside towns. While the aerodrome was on higher ground and
did not flood, it appears that little gliding took place while the country dried out and things returned
to normal. During this period, a new winch was built by Club members and an “Ottfur” release fitted
to the ES50.
During 1959 there were changes to the Renmark fleet. A Grunau Baby was sold in April and the
proceeds used to buy the Slingsby T35 Austral from the Waikerie Club. The T35 arrived in June and
was operated alongside the ES50. The ES50, which had been up for sale since December 1958,
remained part of Renmark fleet until late 1962. However, it was out of service for part of this time as
a result of damage due to landing in scrub on 15 October 1961. On that occasion, Reg Barrington with
a trainee managed to thermal soar the glider to a considerable height (about 4000 feet) towards
Cooltong and fell short on the return. The damage occurred as the glider slid backwards to the ground
from its resting place in small trees, breaking the rudder and tail end of the fuselage boom. Yes, the
ES50, which became known as the ‘Brick’ rather than the ‘Silver Hawk’, did soar on occasions at
Renmark notwithstanding having a glide angle of something like 1 in 8. Apart from Reg Barrington’s
excursion out towards Cooltong, Ron Wingate, who did a lot of flying in the ES50, took trainee Alby
Schultz up to 15000 feet over Lyrup to the south of the aerodrome on a particularly good soaring day.
On another occasion he had a cross country flight in the ES50 when he was forced over the Murray
river valley and landed on the football ground at Paringa (one of the few dry spots at the time due to
flooding). Club members derigged the glider where it landed and retrieved it using a heavy haulage
truck and trailer. Further, there is a report by Brian Goodall recounting the time on a very hot day at
Renmark that he and instructor Ron Conway were swept upward by a dust filled Willie-Willie. It was
a quick rough rise and predictably a quick descent in the ES50 when the narrow turbulent lift raced
away.
Peninsula Gliding Club (Victoria)
In May 1962 it was reported that Renmark Gliding Club had negotiated to sell its ES50 to the Peninsula
Gliding Club in Victoria. This was a new group that came together in November 1961 with the
intention of flying from a site on the Mornington Peninsula between Arthurs Seat and Mount Martha.
The location was close to the Bay and apparently had some potential for slope soaring. The Honorary
Secretary, Nigel Egan, reported that the Club had purchased the ES50 from Renmark which was
expected to be delivered in October or November 1962. However, the transaction must have fallen
through as the glider went to Millicent.
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Millicent Gliding Club
Millicent Gliding Club (South Australia) was formed in September 1962 with the intention of operating
on Millicent aerodrome. Initially it had about 16 members but numbers dwindled leaving a small
dedicated cohort. By December 1962 they had taken delivery of the ES50 from Renmark Gliding Club
and flying commenced with the aid of a winch acquired from the Port Pirie Gliding Club (South
Australia). The instructor was Wolf Lellua. Over 11 months to November 1963 the Club managed
some 1100 launches with the ES50 and six of its members went solo (Ron McCourt, Bob Mathison,
Geoff Hollingsworth, Bill Sinclair, Leigh Golding and Lionel Jeffrey). One trainee, Bob Mathison
obtained a C certificate. The ES50 proved suitable for training flying but the Club noticed that its
soaring capability left much to be desired. By mid-1964, the Millicent Club had progressed to flying a
syndicate-owned ES52 Kookaburra (acquired from the Gliding Club of Victoria). The ES50 then went
to Corangamite Gliding Club.

Corangamite Soaring Club
During 1964, the Millicent Gliding Club provided the ES50 to the Corangamite Gliding Club to enable
it to continue flying while its Bocian was sent to Edmund Schneider Ltd in South Australia for repairs.
Corangamite was one of several small groups of gliding enthusiasts that came together in Western
Victoria in the early 1960s. They operated using winch launching at a number of sites in the Colac area
including some short paddocks where the winch cable passed through a gateway to the next paddock.
Under this setup, the glider was located in one paddock and the winch in the other to obtain a
sufficiently long cable run. It is understood that the ES50 was flown at a site at Yeo (near Colac) as part
of regular training activities. The log for the period from March 1964 to March 1965 indicates that the
ES50 was launched 642 times with airtime of 32 hours while in use by Corangamite. That amounts to
a lot of 3-minute flights, on average. Some flights were longer. Ken Redford who flew the ES50 at Yeo
in 1964 with a passenger managed 7 minutes on one occasion which he, in lighter moments, has
suggested that it could well be a record for the ES50. Probably not, as the Renmark guys had some
good flights and would be contenders for that honour. It appears that the glider was not flown in the
Colac area after March 1965.

Sydney Technical College Gliding Club
Sydney Technical College has had involvement with gliding since the 1930s. The Sydney Technical
College group that flew the ES50 came into existence in 1963 largely through the efforts of Paul Thost,
a gliding instructor. Membership was open to persons connected to the College – including students,
ex-students and others by invitation. An advertisement was placed in Australian Gliding in June 1963
seeking a two-seater sailplane. Subsequently, the Club acquired the ES50 and began flying at Nowra
on the south coast of New South Wales. It is not completely certain when this occurred. One source
says 1964. However, the information transferred by Reg Hancock (Corangamite) into the log book held
by the Museum states the glider was moved to Sydney from Colac after 1 June 1966 and this is likely
to be correct. After a few months they flew the ES50 with the Newcastle Gliding Club at Warkworth.
These locations proved less than optimal as it involved members travelling a considerable distance to
enjoy the short duration circuit flying that was typical with the ES50. The last recorded flights of the
ES50 were on 23 April 1967 at Warkworth (11 launches resulting in 44 minutes aloft). The ES50’s
registration as VH-GHP was cancelled in 1968 as the glider by then had been retired from service. In
order to rejuvenate interest amongst members, the Club acquired a Blanik and commenced flying at
Bathurst aerodrome in March 1968 with the support of the Bathurst Soaring Group. Launching at
Bathurst was by aerotowing which would not have been suitable for continued operations with the
ES50, had it remained airworthy.
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Restoration Program
It is understood that the ES50 fell out of use in 1967. Sometime later, the airframe was recovered by
the late Bill Riley (Tocumwal, New South Wales) ensuring that it was not lost. In July 2001, not long
after the Australian Gliding Museum became established, he donated the ES50, along with some other
historic gliders. Restoration efforts commenced at the Museum’s Ferntree Gully workshop about one
year later. The airframe exhibited extensive damage to original and previously repaired structures.
Furthermore, the wooden elements were found to be affected by glue deterioration to an extent that
any thoughts of returning the aircraft to a flying condition were quickly dismissed. Headed by John
Ilett, a team of Museum volunteers disassembled, stripped, cleaned up and repaired the ES50. It
would be difficult to account for the many fixes that were undertaken – it would be a long list. For
present purposes it is sufficient to mention the major ones including the restoration of the metal
framed fuselage pod and wing pylons and the wood work on the wing ribs, the trailing edges and in
replacing large sections of the leading-edge skins. Fortunately, the fuselage boom and tailplanes, fin
and rudder were found to be in a more satisfactory general condition requiring less work to bring
them up to the desired standard. The airframe was completely recovered with polyester fabric and
pink doped. In November 2004, the restoration had reached the stage at which the glider could be
assembled and displayed as a work in progress for the benefit of members attending the Museum’s
2004 general meeting. By then, approximately 2100 volunteer-hours had been logged on the
restoration. The project had to stop at that point as there were no facilities available for applying the
final finishes and the Museum executive became focused on establishing new infrastructure at
Bacchus Marsh airfield. The glider was moved to Bacchus Marsh after the new storage annexe was
ready to be occupied in 2009. It has only been quite recently that the opportunity has arisen for
resuming the ES50 restoration project. This year the components were taken out of storage and
moved to the workshop and paint shop for finishing.
Bernard Duckworth

The ES50 as restored to date. There is still work to be done to attend to various
details. The spray painting was done by Museum volunteer, Terry McCarthy.
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10 July 1953 – D. Price (front) and A. Delaine (rear) awaiting launch
immediately after the Mayor, Mr. S. James had christened the new glider

November 1955 – Kelvin Weir, Ron Weste, Ron Conway, John Maddocks,
Frank Stratman, David Price, Lee Weste and Ron Wingate, with the ES50
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In the Eagle’s Realm
Is there a better way of spending a fine afternoon
than cruising around at 5000 feet, looking at the
wonderful landscape below? Where the creeks and
rivers run, the roads and rails, the hills and dales, and
just why the towns are where they are? Even seeing
how the farmers work their ground, what's arable
and will take the plough and where the soils are thin
on the hillsides and suitable only for grazing.
I took my first glider ride in 1966 with a winchlaunched Slingsby Sedbergh at Dunstable Downs in
England. Fascinating, but all too short. At 800 feet in
the open cockpit Sedbergh, you could hear the cattle
Australian Wedge-Tail Eagle
lowing and the dogs barking! I'd finally escaped from
Melbourne University with an engineering
qualification and accepted a cadetship with a British
company that had branches in Australia. So, I was living in Hertfordshire, and Dunstable was just 20
miles away by village buses, changing in St Albans market square.
But the cost! It was painfully clear that my princely salary of £1100 per annum would not support bad
habits like gliding. There always seemed to be a fair bit of month left at the end of the money! My
two years in England stretched to three – but then I needed a proper job – either stay in Britain or
return home. The Australian company offered me a job in Sydney with a salary that was 2.5 times
that in the UK at then prevailing conversion rates, and an average temperature that was plus 15 oC on
the North Yorkshire numbers! Slithering through the snow to work was not great entertainment! Life
offers up difficult decisions at times – but that was not one of them.
Moving to Sydney, I soon discovered the nearest gliding was at Camden Airfield, about an hour away.
Time for another go! Georg Detto took me up in the ES52b – Southern Cross Club's Longwing
Kookaburra. Aerotow plus ES52b plus Georg gave a much longer and more interesting flight. I signed
up for more!
When I was an early solo pilot, the Club had a long weekend away at Carrick, just North of Goulburn.
I had the honour of flying the 90 minute aerotow, taking the Ka7 down with Casey van Dyke in the
back seat, behind the Super Cub with Chris Colton in charge. The early and later parts of the journey
offered plenty of landing out possibilities but the middle section was 'tiger country' heavily wooded
with few small and rough paddocks. We also trailered our Blanik and Ka6 down by road.
Eventually we arrived at the Carrick field, a 100ha triangular paddock owned by a farmer member.
The western border was marked by the mainline Goulburn - Sydney railway and the southern end by
a low range of wooded hills broken by a pass the railway went through. Among many questions, we
wanted to know where the reliable local thermals were. Our new Carrick friends informed us the
range on the northern side of the railway was good and there were a couple of wedge-tailed eagles
living there. "We often fly with them, they're friendly and they show us the way!"
Next day, a couple of us launched in the Blanik, and of course, headed across the railway for the
northern range. In minutes we saw the eagles – just dots above the horizon – they were circling, so
over we went. In minutes, they were well above us – just tiny specks. Then one of the dots got even
smaller before growing rapidly. He'd folded his wings and was diving on us! Just a few metres above
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the canopy – Pop!!! – out went the wings and we watched in amazement as he did a backwards
somersault and disappeared behind us. Neither of us was confident the Blanik had ever passed the
'frozen chicken test' and here was nearly 7 kg of blood and bone, muscle and feathers attacking us!
Discretion being much the better part of valour and a more certain road to a long life. We high-tailed
it out of there and found our own thermals.
Years later, my job took me back to Melbourne and I transferred to gliding at the Gliding Club of
Victoria at Benalla. One fine day, the diminutive 13m ES59 Arrow was idle with nothing to do. I could
have it for an hour or so of local soaring. So off I went, initially scratching about in weak conditions
near the airfield. There must be somewhere nearby with better lift. What about the Lurg Hills? The
afternoon sun was beaming on their western slopes and those soils look dry and thin, so I headed
over. Soon a wedge-tailed eagle could be seen soaring over the ridge, so there must be lift there.
He was doing lazy left-hand turns – I prefer right – but he was in first so that's the direction today.
And immediately – up went the vario to 4 knots – that's much, much better. His turns were tighter
than mine and he was soon far above. But then, the little dot shrank as the wings came in, then grew
very rapidly as he dived. Oh! Oh! A similar performance but without the backwards somersault this
time. Nevertheless, he missed by only a metre or so, and where has he gone? Surely the ES59 has
never passed the 'frozen chicken test' either, so I'd better be careful.
What's that scratching noise? He's landed on the starboard wing tip and is scrambling in. Hey, that's
only 1.5mm ply out there – take care with those razor-sharp talons of yours! And he's a very big bird,
maybe 2.5 m span, big even with the wings 3/4 folded. And the huge bill, opening and snapping shut
like an hydraulic bolt-cutter. Angry too,
with a great yellow eye absolutely
glowing with rage.
Time to be out of there. Full right
rudder, stick to the right front quarter, a
fast diving roll and off he goes. And so
do I, in the general direction of away.
Australia has a lot of soaring birds, the
water birds especially. Pelicans in the
lower Coorong think nothing of a 90km
commute for morning tea or brunch and
a cruise home in the evening. The thing
Pelicans hate, is having to flap their big
wings. Ibis too, can often be found in
North East Victoria soaring in large
flocks to 8000 feet or higher. But they
are shy, and will move off if you try and
join them.
The big eagles are wonderful soarers
and can spend the day on the wing.
While excellent thermal markers, they
need to be treated with regal respect
when in their kingdom.

Hal Hopkins

Wedge-Tail soaring
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In the Workshop
With our workshop being attended by volunteers on
two days a week (most weeks) it has been possible to
progress several of the restoration projects and bring
on some new ones. The Schreder HP-14V has been
repaired, surveyed and signed off and returned to its
hangar. The Dunstable Kestrel fuselage has been
painted and returned to storage. Work is proceeding
on the fabrication of a replacement rudder which was
missing from the Kestrel airframe. The Ka8B wings
have also been repaired and repainted. The Ka8B
fuselage major repair (complete stripping for
recovering) has just been commenced. So too the
restoration of the Schleicher K4. The intention is to
make K4 wings ready for the participants in the next
fabric course to work on as part of the course practice
component. Some projects have been delayed
because of a lack of appropriately qualified personnel
to do repairs or conduct the necessary surveys and
sign off. This situation currently applies to the ES59
Arrow (that was featured on the cover of the last
newsletter) and the Slingsby Skylark 4.

Roland Maeder
stripping the K8 wing

Graeme Bishop and Chris Saunders
building a rudder for the Dunstable Kestrel

Mike Williams, Leigh Snell, Peter Raphael
and Trevor Odering inspect the K8
fuselage
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Ray Jamieson’s auto-towing winch
The Jamieson winch is an original auto towing device for launching gliders. It was used in the 1970s
by Ray Jamieson and others at the Corowa Gliding Club. A second example (the Museum’s exhibit)
was built for use at Bacchus Marsh by the Victorian Motorless Flight Group. We have been able to
revise the history relating to this exhibit that appears on the online Victorian Collections database
(Australian Gliding Museum Item 0056) following receipt of the message below. The information
provided by Ray Jamieson gives a clearer idea of how the device operated.
Message from Kris Schubert - November 2018
I had good catch up with my grandad Ray Jamieson in Cobram, and have made some notes concerning
the auto tow winch which is in the museum collection. Grandad found the winch listing online at
https://victoriancollections.net.au/items/591a5692d0cf06910880973 and was very happy to see it
again. He provided the following corrections /additions to the listed historical information:
Ray Jamieson built both tow winches. He had built a ‘prototype’ machine that received regular usage
at the Corowa gliding club. His brother Bert had witnessed this in use and asked him to build another
one for the Bacchus Marsh Club. This ‘refined’ version is the one in the collection, and it didn’t get
much use as the listing states. This was all in the 70’s (I couldn’t get a more accurate timeline than
that). So, while Bert ‘commissioned’ the winch in the collection, it was built by Ray Jamieson.
The machine operated in a way that was more automatic than indicated in the item listing. The VW
engine ran continuously, the cable was attached while still spooled, and the ute (the club F-100,
Grandad remembers) began driving down the runway. The spool brake was gradually and
automatically applied so that at first it freely let out the cable, then smoothly began towing the glider.
When the tow cable raised above a certain angle, the pilot would detach the cable, and the winch
would automatically begin coiling up the cable again ready for the next tow. This allowed quicker
restarts, and the flexibility of easily changing runways etc to suit wind conditions. It made gliding a
simple and cost effective two-person operation. Ray and his son Ken often used the ‘prototype’ winch
at Corowa in this way.
The automatic winch was referred to
as “George’, which came from a
name used for autopilot devices in the
air force. I grew up hearing lots of
stories of gliding in this period, and
was very familiar with the winch by
the name of George.

Bert and Ray Jamieson with the Auto Towing
Winches on the backs of their Utilities

I re-attach the photo I sent previously
of Bert and Ray with the two winches.
I hope I’m not bombarding you with
too much info. Grandad was very
pleased to see the winch online, and
was very keen to be able to add to the
information included in the listing.
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From the Archives
Derek Reid photographs, pilot’s Logs and other historic materials
Derek Reid learned to glide in England in the 1940s. By the time that he migrated to Australia in 1949
pursuing his career as a meteorologist he had considerable experience at duration hill and thermal
soaring, some of which involved flying cross country. On one occasion Derek flew for 6 hours in an
Olympia from Redhill (Surrey) to Hollingborne (Kent), landing out at Kemsing on the return. He
continued to pursue his passion for gliding and became very active in the gliding scene in Australia
over many years. He represented Australia together with Jack Iggulden (Standard Class - ES59 Arrow)
and Bob Rowe (Open Class – Skylark 3F) at the World Gliding Championships at Junin in Argentina in
1963. At those competitions Derek
flew a borrowed Ka6 in the Standard
Class finishing 20th in a field of 38
competitors. Derek passed away in
February 2018 at the age of 93. His
Estate has donated to the Museum a
large collection of gliding photographs
accumulated by Derek over his gliding
career together with some of his
British Gliding Association pilot’s log
books and other items. The log books
cover the period of 1946 to 1955 and
record flying in both England at Surrey
and Australia at Berwick.
It is
interesting that in England, Derek flew
a range of gliders including state of the
art sailplanes (Spalinger S 18, Olympia,
Weihe). When he started flying with
the VMFG in 1950 he found himself in
primary gliders and Coogee, a home
built glider similar to a Hutter 17. This
gives an indication of the state of
Australian gliding compared to
England at the time.
First woman solo glider pilot at Renmark Gliding Club.
Margaret Peel (Mrs Margaret Searle) has donated pilot’s log book which records her flights in the
Slingsby Astral T35 (VH-GFX), ES49 (VH-GDK), ES52 Kookaburra VH-(GFQ), and AS K7 (VH-GNU) at
Renmark over the period of August 1964 to April 1966. A large majority of the 135 flights were in the
T35. Margaret went solo in the T35 (the Club’s first woman to do so) but unfortunately was unable to
continue gliding.
Scrap Books featuring 1930’s newspapers cuttings of gliding news
Recent contributions to the Archives include two scrap books with newspaper cuttings recording
gliding as a sport in the inter-war period from 1929. We have received Geoff Richardson’s newspaper
cuttings courtesy of Alan Patching and a similar collection of Bill Hanson donated by Tronn Overend
(via Geoff Hearn). Bill Hanson was a friend of Tronn Overend’s father. Where possible the scrap books
will be scanned as part of the archiving process to better ensure the preservation of the original
documents.
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Killmier collection
Peter Killmier, a former editor of Australian Gliding magazine, has donated a collection of photographs
of gliders and gliding personalities, mainly relating to the 1950s and 1960s. Some have appeared in
issues of Australian Gliding magazine during that era. There are many interesting pictures in this
somewhat diverse collection. In addition Peter has also provided a digital copy of a film made by
Schneiders showing the construction and test flying of the prototype ES52 Kookaburra in 1954.
Ken Redford
Ken Redford from Colac, Victoria, visited the Museum on 2 April 2019 bringing with him his gliding log
books, competition medals, certificates and his GFA jacket with badges which he has kindly donated
to the Museum. Ken was a member of the Corangamite Soaring Club and did most of his gliding at
Kurweeton. Possibly his best flight was a distance flight of 535 km from Narramine to Condobolin and
Coonamble and back to Narramine on 5 January 1970 taking 7 hours.
Photographs of gliding taken by Frank Hegarty in the 1930s

The Baker McMillan Cadet glider -1931 – probably at Lake Wangoom

Kevin O’Reilly (Aviation historian and the author of Charles Pratt of Belmont Common) forwarded
some old gliding photographs that he came across while researching the Pratt brothers. They were
taken by Frank Hegarty who apparently was involved with Percy Pratt in the building of the Amsco
Vulture, a Baker-McMillan Cadet glider, in 1931. The glider was used by Howard Morris to set duration
record slope soaring flights of over 2 hours at Lake Wangoom near Warrnambool in western Victoria.
Some of the photos show the Vulture at Lake Wangoom.
Photo credits: All photographs / images from Bernard Duckworth with the exception of; page 3, Bacchus Marsh Festival
and Scout Cubs from David Goldsmith; page 4, ES50 from Martin Simons Collection at AGM (origin probably Renmark Gliding
Club); page 9, ES50 (three photos) from Martin Simons Collection at AGM Archives (origin probably Renmark Gliding Club);
page 9, group from Renmark Gliding Club document at AGM Archives; page 10, drawing of ES50 from Martin Simons; page
11, eagle on fence from Hal Hopkins; page 12, eagle soaring from Hal Hopkins; page 14, Jamieson brothers from Kris
Schubert; page 15, newspaper cutting from Derek Reid papers at AGM Archives; page 16, Baker McMillan Cadet, Frank
Hegarty via Kevin O’Reilly; page 17, Arrow at Junin from Derek Reid Collection at AGM Archives; page 17, current photos of
Arrow from David Layne; page 18, TG3a is a Brook Sargent photo from internet.
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The ‘Argentine’ Arrow to be restored
ES59 Arrow – VH-GNB / N176J
Some time ago, news was
received via email that a
Schneider aircraft in a
neglected condition had
come to light in California.
The glider had apparently
been stored away in its
trailer for many years and
the point had been
reached at which it would
probably be scrapped if a
buyer could not be found.
The
Museum
was
approached to establish
whether it would be
interested in acquiring it.
Jack Iggulden’s ES59 Arrow at Junin, Argentina, 1963.
We were able to confirm
that it was the ES59 Arrow that Jack Iggulden took to Argentina and flew in the 1963 World Gliding
Competitions. It was of historical significance as the first Australian designed and built sailplane to fly
in a world championship and as such was worthy of preservation. However, we would not be able to
acquire the glider and bring it back to Australia due to the logistics and costs involved. Fortunately,
the glider was rescued by David A. Layne of Livermore, California and a new owner sought with the
help of Bob Kuykendall of HP Aircraft at Arnold, California. The most recent news is that the glider has
passed to Gideon Stasak from Hood River, Oregon. We are advised that he is a young glider pilot with
plenty of enthusiasm and access to experienced help with restoration. We wish him every success
with his Arrow project.

Recent photos of the Arrow
provided by David Layne
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News of ‘Big Bird’ TG3a
Message via Victorian Collections from Brook Sargent - 18th December 2018
I have owned a TG-3A for 46 years. I started flying her at age 17 and am now 61. I am selling Big Bird
to a gentleman in the Air Force and I am very sorry to see her go as I have very fond memories of flying
in the Sierra over Tahoe @18,000 ft over the clear blue waters in a simpler time. You can see a video
of BB on wings and wheels and thru’ youtube. Best of lift, Brook.
A short film of walk around views of Brook Sargent’s TG-3a (N64381) may be viewed on line at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vY_KmTuc2LI. It shows what an impressive aircraft a TG-3a can
be when maintained in first class condition. Note the Australia Gliding Museum has a TG-3a (see AGM
Victorian Collections item 0042).

Brook Sargent’s TG3a

Coming Events
Vintage Gliders Australia Melbourne Cup Rally – 2 to 5 November 2019
Bacchus Marsh Airfield
All welcome! For more information contact Dave Goldsmith, 0428 450 475 –
daveandjenne@gmail.com
Australian Gliding Museum Open Day and Annual General Meeting – 10am, 3 November 2019
At Museum Bruce Brockhoff Annexe, Bacchus Marsh Airfield.
All members and friends welcome! For more information contact Graeme Barton 0407 773 872 –
gfbarton@bigpond.com
Australian Gliding Museum Courses
Minor wood repair course – 6 – 9 November 2019
Fabric covering course – 10 – 13 November 2019
Materials provided. Course fee $450 each
Airfield accommodation, B and B $20 per night. Contact Jim Barton, 0419 562 213
Vintage Gliders Australia Annual Rally
Members and friends are invited to the annual vintage glider rally to be held at Bordertown airfield
from 5 to 11 January 2020. Social and flying activities will ensure a fun time for all. Winch launching
will be provided. Further details are available from VGA President John “JR” Marshall, 0407 417 747
or jma99350@bigpond.net.au
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